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Expertise: Business Continuity and Resiliency
The growth and complexities of IT
Data is an essential resource that can drive companies forward and help keep a
record of the past. As businesses grow, more data is accumulated from different
sources, and managing data to speed up operations and prepare for events such
as unexpected disaster or business migration becomes an essential component of
maintaining up to date information systems. As stores of data continually develop
and there is an increase of critical data on storage systems, the importance of
backups to business continuity and resiliency cannot be understated.

Consulting expertise for custom fit solutions
At T2 Tech Group™, we know data backups must be reliable, quickly accessible and
rapidly recoverable in the event of a critical system failure. Our comprehensive
expertise allows us to work with a wide variety of industries to assess, design and
implement integrated enterprise backup environments.
In addition to a complete understanding of the IT environment, we are also experts
at working with human resources and can collaborate effectively with IT executives
and key staff members to map organizational needs and strategies to final
hardware and processes. By working with you, our consulting facilitates custom-fit
solutions for each environment.

Transforming technology 2 work for your business

Key benefits
• Manage data to increase

operation speed and prepare
for emergencies
• Meet regulatory requirements
• Improve the scalability of your

IT environment
• Get final hardware and

processes matched to your
organization by experts
• Save on vendor negotiations

Expertise: Business Continuity and Resiliency
Improve your workflow with modern backup systems
Our solutions focus on business continuity and disaster recovery. During each step
of the process, we will work with your organization’s objectives and requirements to
determine the most practical solutions. Results that clients have achieved by
working with us to update their backup systems include the following:
•

Improved backup and restore processes

•

Reduced overall backup storage space requirements

•

Improved scalability as environments grow

•

Satisfied data privacy and retention conditions and legal requirements

•

Mitigated security risks and damages

Our proven experience
T2 Tech Group has worked with a number of industry-leading organizations to help
our partners improve business continuity and resiliency. Past assignments we have
embarked upon include the following: an initiative to improve Kootenai Health’s
storage systems, aiding Children’s Hospital Los Angeles with their IT needs during a
new hospital project, and improving Comanche County Memorial Hospital’s storage
and back up environment. Outside of Healthcare, the T2 Tech team has worked
with prominent companies, such as Mesa Water District, Starwood Hotels and
Resorts, and Infinity Radio.
T2 Tech consistently achieves success with its clients, and our partners have
accomplished positive change by engaging in productive vendor negotiations,
establishing streamlined IT systems and utilizing improved operations management
techniques.
When collaborating with our partners, we never lose sight of the end-user, and our
mission is to make sure that your critical systems can consistently meet
organizational requirements and provide simple and effective user interface.
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About T2 Tech Group

T2 Tech Group is a premier
provider of vendor agnostic
technology consulting. With the
ability to see projects from
assessment to post
implementation, we strengthen
client organizations by
leveraging an experienced
team, balancing business and
IT, providing unbiased
solutions, practicing
transparency and using a
proven methodology.
Contact us
sales@t2techgroup.com
424-212-8900
www.t2techgroup.com

